A real-time mapping technique enables full-color rendering of multispectral nighttime images, making them as clear and colorful as daylight ones.
The derivation of the color transformation requires a color photograph representing the intended operating theater or a similar, but not necessarily the same, environment. Then there are two options: either transfer the color statistics of this photograph to the false color multi-spectral image (when both images represent different but similar scenes), or establish a samplebased mapping between corresponding pixel values. 1 To achieve an efficient real-time implementation, we used indexed, color-image representations and performed all required Continued on next page operations on their corresponding color lookup tables. Although the sample-based mapping approach yields more specific colors than the statistical method, both techniques produce intuitively correct and stable color mappings (see Figure 2) . The specificity of the sample-based color remapping also allows us to selectively enhance and emphasize certain details in a scene.
We implemented our color-mapping procedure in three portable real-time, multi-band night-vision systems 2-4 that were deployed in several night-time field trials. 5, 6 It appears that color makes it significantly easier to distinguish more details and evaluate a scene. 7 Mappings emphasizing hot targets facilitate the detection of persons and vehicles in a scene. The inherent color constancy provided by the method gives dynamic imagery a stable appearance when the sensor suite pans over or moves through a scene. By integrating a multi-band, night-vision system with a surveillance and observation system that generates real-time, synthetic 3D environment views from a geometric 3D scene model, we were able to demonstrate that the use of synthetic imagery also serves to derive appropriate color mappings (see Figure 3) . 8 The color remapping procedure was initially developed to colorize multi-band, night-vision imagery. However, since the method can be applied to enhance specific image details, there are also law enforcement, surveillance, medical, and industrial applications. Going forward, we will use newly developed color image quality metrics to derive optimal mappings for each of these applications.
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